General Morgasm-- First Hour Trivia questions

1. Name five people killed by the shark in JAWS
   Quint, Man in sailboat, Ben Gardner, Chrissie Watkins, Alex M. Kitner

2. Three NBA guards other than Pete Maravich to average 30 ppg in a season
   Jerry West, Oscar Robertson, Nate Archibald

3. In Beverly Hillbillies, what was Granny's full name
   Grandma Moses

4. What does BVD stand for in men's underwear?
   Bradelee, Vorhees, and Day

5. In Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, who were those guys?
   Lord Baltimore and Joe LaForge

6. Who was the policeman in Top Cat?
   Officer Dibble

7. Who was the only professional baseball player to appear on Sports Illustrated cover in three different uniforms?
   Reggie Jackson

8. Who is the original Human Torch's sidekick?
   Toro

9. What is the original name of the rock group 10cc
   Wayne Fontana and the Mindbenders

10. Sing the Green Acres theme song?

11. Name the tight end on the Jets' '69 Super Bowl champs
   Pete Lammons

12. From Lucky Strike advertising, what does LSMFT mean?
    Lucky Strike means fine tobacco

13. In the film Cool Hand Luke, what does Paul Newman wear around his neck the whole movie?
    A bottle opener on a chain

14. What is the address of the Petrie on the Dick Van Dyke show?
    148 Bonny Meadow Road, New Rochelle, NY

15. What were the four final clues in SLUETH
    Bracelet, shoe, eyelash, stocking.
GENERAL MORGASM  second hour questions

16) We all know what UNCLE stands for, what does THRUSH stand for?

Technological hierarchy for the removal of undesirables and the subjugation of humanity.

17) What is the number painted on the side of HERBIE in the Love Bug?

17) Name the four wives of Humphrey Bogart?

Helen Mencken; Mary Philips; Mayo Methot; Lauren Bacall

18) Who was the holder for Tom Dempsey's 63 yard field goal?

Joe Scarpati

19) What does CARE stand for?

COOPERATIVE for American Relief Everywhere. Or Cooperative for American Remittances in Europe.

20) What show did Laugh-In replace on NBC? on Mondays at 8 PM?

Man From UNCLE

21) Name Zoro's Deaf mute & friend?

Bernardo.

22) Who was at bat at Shea Stadium when the lights went out on July 14th, 1977?

Lenny Randall.

23) What was the name of the athletic field on the show Leave it to Beaver? Metsger Field

24) What ditty did the Old Man say before King Arthur and His knights could cross the bridge in Monty Python and the Holy Grail?

"Whoever crossed this bridge of death must answer me these questions 3, or ne'er the other side you'll see."

25) Who played Superman on the Radio version?

Bud Collier.

26) Name FIVE members of the Senate Watergate Committee?

Ervin, Baker, Thompson, Dash, Weicker, Montoya, Guerney, Inouye, talmadge.

27) Who are Super girls parents, both Foster and biological?

Fred & Edna; Danvers; Zor-El; Allura
41) In New England College Division Football History, who had the longest touchdown run.

Benny Boynton of Williams 110 yd run from scrimmage.

42) In the show Combat, what was the name on the character Vic Morrow played?

Sargeant Saunders

43) Robert Redford's code name was "condor", what was the code name of the receptionist, or the first person killed in the office.

Nightengale

44) What are the six kinds of Kryptonite?

Red, Unpredictable effects; Gold, removes powers; Green, kills; Blue, can kill bizarros; Jewell, amplifies mental powers of phantoms own criminals; White, kills plants.

45) In Ozzie and Harriet, who was Ozzie's neighbor?

Thorny Thornberry

---

FOURTH HOUR TRIVIA QUESTIONS

46) Who was the only actor nominated posthumously twice for an OS AR

James Dean, for East of Eden and Giant

47) Number eight of the New York Yankess has been retired for two players, name them.

Yogi Berra and Bill Dickey

48) Only two Neil Simon comedies have reached the plateau of 1000 performances, what are they?

Plaza Suite and Barefoot in the Park

49) What is the name of the buildings which house McClellan Press, District Court, and The Nickoledeon on Spring Street?

Walden, Adams, and Danforth buildings

50) Who appeared in the first and last bicentennial minute?

Charlton Heston and Gerald Ford

51) What Philadelphia Warrior guard picked up 20 assists when Wilt Chamberlain scored 100 points?

Guy Rodgers

52) Name Zorro's deaf-mute friend (TV)

Bernardo

53) Repeat the ditty recited by Quint before heading out to hunt the shark

Here lies the body of Mary Be
who died at the age of 103
For 15 years she kept her virginity
Not a bad record for this vicinity

54) What college did both Arnold Palmer and Lanny Wadkins attend

Wake Forest

55) In Annie Hall, what are the two songs Diane Keaton sings?
It had to be you and It seems like old times
56) Nixon question, who said it
57) What did Stoney Curtis order in the bar in the Flintstones
   "Rocks on Rocks, in a dirty glass"
58) In the movie Them, who were the Giant Ants killed?  
   Flamethrowers
59) What do Bob Hayes, Joe Frazier, and Bill Bradely all have in common?  
   Gold medalists in the 1964 Tokyo Olympics.
60) Who was the actor who initiated the Lays Potato Chips "bet you can't 
   eat just one"?  
   Bert Lahr
61) Who did the singing voice of Lauren Bacall in "To Have and Have not?  
   Andy Williams
62) What does A and M on the record company's label mean  
   Herb Alpert and Jerry Moss, the company's owners.
63) What is James Kirk's middle name  
   Tiberius
64) Where are Jack Nicholson and his partner taking their prisoner in  
   "The Last Detail"
65) What are the real mamas of Ahmad Rashid and Zaid Abdul-Aziz?  
   Bobby Moore and Don Smith
66) What is the name of the shipwreck in the film "The Deep"  
   The Rhone
67) Sing the first verse of the Bananna Splits' theme song?
68) What is the airport in Arthur Hailey's AIRPORT  
   Lincoln International Airport
69) What was Miller Brewing company's "original lite premium beer?"  
   Gablingers
70) Red Berenson's NHL record of six goals in a single game was tied last  
   season. Who tied the record and who was playing goalie?  
   Darryl Sittler and Dave Reece.
71) What is the significance of the title Farenheit 451, from the  
   movie?  
   It is tempature at which paper m catches fire.
72) Who was the boy with 500 hundred in the Dr. Suess story of the  
   same name?  
   Bartholomew Cubbins
73) What is the motto of the 4-H club  
   "We learn to do by doing"
74) What id Elvis Presley's Army serial number?  
   53310761
75) In the 1973 Sugar Bowl, Notre Dame defeated Alabama for the National  
   championship, the key play was a fourth and two bomb from  
   the Irish's owniquer nine, from Tom Clements to whom?
SIXTH HOUR TRIVIA QUESTIONS----

76) In what Clark Gable movie did his leading aldy die before completion of the filmmaking?  
Saratoga

77) Who were the blocking backs for Anthony Davis and Lydell Mitchell  
Sam Cunningham and Franco Harris

78) Who was the British Ruby player who appeared in the Miller Lite Beer Commercial with Dick Butkus? and what does Butkus like about him?  
Mike Roberts and his "cute little shorts"

80) What was the original name of the Tonight Show?  
Broadway Open House

81) How did plastic man gain his powers?  
He fell into a vat of acid and after being shot.

82) Who were the leaders of the Jets and Sharks in West Side Story?  
Riff and Bernardo

83) What active major league baseball player, and he is in the American league, is the all-time leading hitter for two national league teams, and what are the teams?  
Montreal and Houston  
Rusty Staub

84) Name the four wives in My Three Sons  
Chip-Polly, Rob-Katie, Mike-Sally, Steve-Barbara

85) From the comic strip "Tumbleweeds", what does the S on Lotsa Lucks horse stand for?  
Steed

86) Who are Father O'Malley and Father Fitzgibbons, and who played them?  
They are preists in the movie "going My Way" and they are played by Bing Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald.

87) From the "Longest Yard," what was the song sung by the cheerleaders at the start of the game?  
Born Free

88) What is the name of the song that "Gene Gene the Dancing Machine" perform the Gong Show?  
Jumpin at Woodside

89) Name the three other members of the Oklahoma backfield during Gregg Pruitt's senior year?  
Jack Mildren, Leon Crosswhite, and Joe Wylie.

90) From Peanuts, what does Joe Cool say "to everything"?  
No Way

91) From Alice in Wonderland, who attended the Mad Hatter's tea party  
Hatter, Door Mouse, Hatter, and the March hare

92) Sing the theme from All in the Family

93) In the Monty Python movie, "now for something completely different," who invented the funniest joke in the world.  
Ernest Scribbler
94) What brother combination has hit the most home runs in major league baseball?
   Hank (755) and Tommie Aaron (13)

95) What was the real name and show name of the Girl from UNCLE?
    Stefanie Powers and April Dancer

96) Who sang "the ballad of Palladin" for TV --
    Johnny Western

97) What are the four planets mentioned or visited or mentioned in star wars?
    Tatooine, Alderaan, Yavin, Dantooine

98) What were the five original Nobel Prize categories?
    Literature, Physics, Chemistry, Medicine, Peace.

99) Who, besides Lurch, said "YOU Rags"?
    MMMM Maynard G. Krebs

100) Who was the only NFL number one draft choice never to play in the NFL
     Ernie Davis of Syracuse, in 1961, who died of Leukemia
From the realm of Ronald McDonald:

Third Hour Bonus:
Give the prices of the following items on the McDonalds menu. Write down your answer on a sheet of paper and send it in to the station. You have one chance - NO GUESSING ON THE PHONE!!!!!

Regular Hamburger (30¢)
Quarter Pounder (80¢)
Cheeseburger (40¢)
Quarter Pounder with Cheese (90¢)
Filet of Fish (60¢)
Big Mac (85¢)
Double Hamburger (60¢)
Double Cheeseburger (80¢)
French Fries (Large and Regular size!) (30¢ and 45¢)
Big Breakfast (Eggs, sausage, hash browns, eng. Muffins) ($1.35)
Hot Cakes and Sausage (95¢)
Egg McMuffin (85¢)
Under legendary coach John Wooden, UCLA won seven NCAA titles between 1968 and 1975. We would like you to give us a few players from the teams they defeated in those years?

1968 -- UCLA over North Carolina, name two besides Larry Miller
answer- Bill Bunting, Rusty Clark, Chatlie Scott, Dick Grubar, Ed Fogelr, Joe Brown, Gerald Tuttle, Jim Frye, Gray Whitehead, Jim Delaney, Ralph Fletcher.

1969 -- UCLA over Purdue, name two besides Rick Mount

1970 -- UCLA over Jacksonville, name three besides Artis Gilmore.
answer- Chip Dublin, Vaughn Wedeking, Pembroke Burows III, Mike Blevins, Rex Morgan, Rusty Baldwin, Rod McIntyre, Dan Hawkins, Ken Selke.

1971 -- UCLA over Villanova, name two besides Howard Porter.
answer- Chris Ford, Clarence Smith, Hank Siementowski, Tom Inglesby, Joe McDowell, John Fox.

1972 -- UCLA over Florida, name two, period.
answer-- Rowland Garrett, Ron King, Reggie Royals, Lawrencw McCray, Greg Samuel, Ron Haris, Otto Petty Otis Cole

1973 -- UCLA over Memphis State, name one besides Larry Kenon

1975 -- UCLA over Kentucky. name two besides Kevin Grevey.
answer- Jimmy Dan ConnormRck Robey, Mike Phillips, Bob Guyette, Jack Givens, Mike Flynn, Larry Johnson, Dan Hall, James, Lee.
1. Who was the first fighter Rocky fought?
   Ans: SPIDER

2. What is the derivation of the term SOUTHPAW according to Rocky?
   Ans. The fighter was fighting and his hand was facing toward New Jersey—South Camden; South Pawley; thus SOUTHPAW.

3. FOUR Stallones played in the film. Who are they and what parts did they play in the movie?
   Ans: Rocky's father: the bell ringer.
       Rocky's brother: the street singer.
       Rocky: the boxer.
       Rocky's dog; Brutus.

4. What is wrong with the turtle food Rocky gives to his pet turtle?
   Ans: It had more moths than flies and they got caught in the turtles throat. Rocky would hit the turtle and it would get shell shocked.

5. What was the name of the hockey team that played at the rink where Rocky and Adrian go to?
   Ans: The Philadelphia Blades.

6. What is the inscription on the back of Rocky's robe during the big fight?
   Ans: Shamrock Meats.

7. At the big fight, what is wrong with the banner of Rocky?
   Ans: It shows him wearing red shorts with a white stripe when he was really wearing white shorts with a red stripe.

8. How did the picture of Rocky Marciano which Rocky has in his room change at the end of the film?
   Ans; Rocky had punched out his head.

9. What did Paulie buy with his cut of the advertising money from the ad on Rocky's robe?
   Ans: a woman for the fight.

10. What was Rocky told to do to the dockworker who did not pay back on his loan?
    Ans: Break his finger.
The Patty Duke Show

Meet Cathy who's been most everywhere
From Zanzibar to Barclay Square
But Patty's only seen the sights
A girl can see from Brooklyn Heights
What a crazy pair

But they're cousins
Identical cousins, all the way
One set of matching bookends
Different as night and day

While Cathy adores a minuet
The Ballet Russe and crepe suzette
Our Patty loves to rock and roll
A hot dog makes her lose control
What a wild duet

Still they're cousins
Identical cousins, and you'll find
They laugh alike, they walk alike
At times they even talk alike
You can lose your mind
When cousins are two of a kind
1977 DEC. TRIVIA!

1. Alpha bet Soup 216
2. Bomo 200
3. 12 O'clock High 150
4. Knights of Nee 145
5. Green gee 141
6. Buda Bear 124
7. Maximus Droit 111
8. Cheezy Moose 79
9. Alpha Delta phi 77
10. PTG 64
11. Garbage Can 3 53
12. Mrs. Guano 3
13. Clandestine Operation 38
14. Eph Troop 28
15. The Deacons 26
16. Emotions 14
17. Morgan East 11
18. Miss Lillien 7
19. Feast 5
20. Ding City 4
21. Cheap Trick
   Professor Megaton
22. Spam
23. Portnoy's Complaint
24. Lulu
25. House of Geesh
26. Sliced Bread
27. Harlem River Drive
28. Jackie Onasis
29. Wing Nuts
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